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Nick and Aya Travel to Chile is the fourth book in the series Nick and Aya Travel the World. Ten
year old Nick, his four year old sister Aya and their parents spend a couple of days in Santiago,
the country’s capital, before going to Valparaiso and then driving North along the coast to the
famous Atacama desert. During their stay in Atacama the kids visit Moon Valley and a geyser
field, observe an active volcano, and walk next to saline lagoons in the middle of the desert.
After Atacama they fly to Valdivia and begin a road trip to the South, stopping by Pucon to swim
in hot springs, visiting an area that was once destroyed by volcanic eruption and driving through
Patagonia on the Carretera Austral. The children experience their first ever ferry ride, visit Torres
del Paine National Park and meet penguins on Magdalena Island in Tierra Del Fuego. They all
try typical Chilean foods and learn about the native plants, fish and animals in various regions of
this long, but narrow South American country.
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Christmas break is starting and the family is getting ready for a new journey. This time they are
traveling to Chile, a long narrow country in South America situated between the Pacific Ocean
and the Andes mountain range.Chile has more than 100 active volcanoes. On this trip George,
who is an environmental scientist, will be recording changes to the regional flora that have
occurred as a result of the eruption of the Puyehue-Cordón Caulle volcano in 2011. During this
project, the family will visit many interesting places.

They board a plane in Dallas, Texas and 10 hours later land in Santiago, the capital of Chile.

“Mom, I want to go to the main square of the city!” says Aya impatiently.“And I want to climb the
hill I read about in the tourist book,” adds Nick.Aya gets her wish when their first stop is the Plaza
de Armas. The kids run around the fountain and explore the historic part of the capital. 

At a local food stand they buy MOTE CON HUESILLO and the children try their first traditional
Chilean food, husked wheat soaked in a kind of peachy nectar.
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Breana Wooley, “Beautiful children's book! Easy read & includes a lot of facts!!. My daughter is
fascinated with this series. This book is an easy read, but packed full of facts. The information is
delivered in a manner that even young children can understand and enjoy. This book contains
information on tourist destinations, geography, environmental issues, and local food. My kids
also adore the hand drawn illustrations.”

EM Oxon, “so many places to see. I love this book series, which opens the door to young
readers to learn something about new countries and new traditions. Our daughter loves it even
more since she shares the name with one of the book's characters. I hope she gets to visit all
these countries as well.”

Carolina Opazo, “Beautiful!. I love reading about my country!”

The book by Khadizhat Witt has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 16 people have provided feedback.
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